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In this paper we are concerned with the oscillatory behavior of
bounded solutions of the following differential equations with deviating
argument
(A)
[r(t)x(-)(t)] + a(t)f(x(g(t))) b(t),
(B)
[r(t)x’(t)] (n-) + a(t) f (x(g(t))) b(t).
For these equations the following conditions are assumed to hold:
(a) a, b e C[R+,R], R+--. (0, oo), R=(--c, oo);

(b) r e C[R/,R/], and r-(t)gt=oo
(e) f e C[R,R], f()>0 for g::0 and f(y) is nondeereasing;
(d)
C[R/, R/], and lim g(t)

We shall consider only those solutions of (A) and (B) whieh exist on
some half-line [to, co), where t may depend on the particular solution,
and are nontrivial in any neighborhood of infinity. Sueh a solution
is called oscillatory if it has arbitrarily large eros; otherwise it is
called nonoseillatory.
In ease (t) is eventually nonnegative, oscillation and nonoseillation
criteria for (A), (B) or related equations have been extensively developed during the past few years. (See e.g’. Kusano and Onose [.],
Sevelo and Vareh [4], Singh [g].) However, much less is known about
the ease when a(t) is allowed to oscillate, that is, to take both positive
and negative values for arbitrarily large t. The only reference devoted
to the latter ease is (to our knowledge) the paper by Travis [6] in
which it is shown by an example that the well-known WintnerLeighton oscillation theorem for second order ordinary differential
equations cannot directly be extended to the corresponding differential
equations with functional argument.
In this paper an attempt will be made to establish an oscillation
criterion for bounded solutions of the equations (A) and (B) with
oscillating coefficient a(t). Our result is an extension of a theorem of
Kartsatos [1, Theorem 1] on the bounded oscillation of second order
ordinary differential equations.
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Theorem. Let conditions (a)-(d) hold.
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Assume that

(1)

_(t)dt>-oo,
/(t)dt=oo,
where a/(t)-max {a(t), 0} ag a_(t) =rain {a(t), 0},
(2)
b(t)dt<.

-

o

The, ever bogeg oltio (t)
(A) [or (B)] i either
latorg or eh that
lim inf z(t) 0.
( )
Proof. Le z(t) be a bounded nonoseillaory solution of (A).
Without loss of generality we may assume ha z(t) is eventually
ositive. If (g) does not hold, then here are positive numbers m,
and T such that
for tT.
4)
mx(g(t))M
Integrating (A) from T to t and taking (c) into account, we obtain
r(t)x(-)(t) r(T)x(-)(T)

(5)

--I a+ (s)f(x(g(s)))ds--f

a_(s)f(x(g(s)))ds +

I

b(s)ds

Letting t in (g) and using (1) and (2), we have
lim r(t)(-(t)

from which by use of (b) we conclude tha
and hence lim z(t)-lim z(-(t)-

.

Bu this contradicts the fae that z(t) is eventually osiive. hus,
our assertion for (A) is true.
Next, let (t)be a bounded solution of (B) sueh ha lim inf (t)
>0. hen, (4) holds for some positive m, M and T, and a similar
argument as above yields
lim [(t)’(t)]

-

,

which again leads to he contradictory conclusion that lim (t)=his proves he assertion for euation (B).
he following example due to ravis [6] shows tha our condition
(1) eanno be weakened to the following"

(6)

e(t)dt

.

Example. he retarded differential equation
z"(t)- sin t z(t-)=0
2 + sin t
has a solution (t)=--sin t which is neither oseillaory nor such
liminf(t)l=0. he eoeeien a(t)=sint/(+sint) satisfies (6).
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However, a(t) does not satisfy (1)"
/(t)dt= oo,

811

a_(t)dt-

Travis [6] has demonstrated that under condition (6) the derivative
x’(t) of every solution x(t) of the equation
x"(tl + a(t)x((t)) =0
is oscillatory. We conclude with the statement that this theorem can
be extended to the following equation
[r(t)x’(t)]’ + a(t)f(x(g(t)))=0
(C)
to which both (A) and (B) reduce in the special case when n=2.
Proposition. In addition to (a)-(d) assume that f(y) is dierentiable for y:/:O and g(t) is di]erentiable with g’(t).>O. Then, if (6)
holds, the derivative x’(t) of any solution x(t) of (C) is oscillatory.
We do not give the proof of this proposition, or it is almost a
duplication of the proof worked out by Travis.
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